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STATEMENT OF WORK PROGRAM CARRIED OUT ON QUARTZ MINERAL EXPLORATION
PERMIT NO. 63
Along with other exploration permits held by Akamina Minerals Ltd.,
Permit Number 63 was included in a regional prospecting program conducted during
the period from July to October, 1968. The following information has been
compiled from Company records and from prospectors' field notes.
The proportion of the field program conducted on permit number 63 amounted
to about 16 man/days. The field program consisted ot general outcrop and float
(rock) prospecting supported by geochemical tests.
Access into this difficult terrain was accomplished principally via trails
along Mill and Gladstone Creeks.
Areas within the permit which were particularly well prospected included:
Mount Gladstone, Victoria Peak (expecially north and west slopes), and the valleys
of both Mill and Gladstone Creeks.
The permit area is underlain by the Appekunny, Grinnell, Siyeh, Purcell
Lava, Sheppard, Gateway, Phillips, and Rooseville formations. Folds, faults and
thrusts are clearly evident, at several points in the permit area, affecting strata
from within several of the above formations.
The area of greatest potential economic interest determined in the course of
the 1968 field operation was found to be on the east side ofMill Creek (northwest flank of Victoria Peak). At this location, erratic copper mineralization
was noted in thin beds of the Grinnell formation, and also in thin beds of the
Siyeh formation.
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In summary, it is felt that the mineral potential of this particular
permit area cannot be evaluated before completion of the current year's field
program.
It is conservatively estimated that the proportionate cost of the
exploration program expended on permit number 63 amounted to approximately
$800.00 in 1968.

R. Lamb, Treasurer,
Akamina Minerals Ltd.,
do P. 0. Box 10,
Edmonton, Alberta.
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